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Sayee's Axumite Inscription from Meroe:
Observations on a New Edition
S.M. BURSTEIN

Among the most tantal izing of the few textual sources bearing on the
history of Meroe is a fragmentary triumphal inscription that was set up at
Meroe by an unnamed Axumite king.

The inscription was first published in

an inadequate and Inaccurate edit ion by A. H. Sayce in 19091 and republished
with a greatly Improved text by F. Althelm and M. Stiehl in 1961 2 and again
by Jean Bingen in the annual review of Greek epigraphy, Supplemen!um

EpigraptJicum 6raecufl7, as SE6 24 (1969) 1246.
On the basis of Jean Bingen's text I proposed in 198()! a new
interpretation of this important text and the

rel~tions

between Axum and

Meroe implied by it. That interpretation had three aspects. First, the
inscription commemorated an expedition to Meroe and its environs
conducted by a pagan Axumlte king. Second, the "king" referred to in line 7
of the inscription was most probably a king of Meroe. Third, and most
Important, the Inscription provided evidence that at least one of the last
Meroitlc kings was a vassal of Axum during a period of Axumite sovereignty
over Meroe that lasted for an unknown period of time prior to the
devastating raid by the forces of Ezana that 1s documented in both Ge'ez and
Greek Inscriptions from Axum.
Dr. S. Va. Berslna challenged this reconstruction in a new ed1tion of
the inscription that was published in l1eroitic Newsletter 234 and
summarized In SEG 34(1984) 1641. In her article Dr. Bersina argued that
there had been only one Axumite raid in Meroitic territory, that of Ezana,
and that SEG 24 (1969) 1246 was a fragment of a throne set up by Ezana as
a victory monument for that raid. This Interpretation and Its corollary, the
invalidity of my proposed identification of the king mentioned in line 7 with
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a king of 11eroe rested on the following four considerations: first, that
there is no similar reference to a Meroitic king in other Axumite
inscriptions; second, that the so-called Sembrouthes inscription (5E6 24
[1969J 1247) invalidates the premise on which I made that identification,

namely, that royal Axumite inscriptions in Greek were normally
autobiographical in form; third, that 5'£624 (1969) 1246 should be
associated with Ezana's campaign since that is the only attested Axumite
incursion into the upper Nile valley; and, fourth, that the text of the
inscription as publ1shed in 5E6 24 (1969) 1246 is unsound, and, therefore,
all interpretations based on that text are invalid.
Dr. Bersina's thesis would mark a major clarification of our
understanding of the history of the last phases of the Meroitic state, if it
were correct. In actuality, however, her arguments are irremediably
flawed both methodologically and factually. Factually, her claim that
Ezana's raid was the only Axumite incursion into Meroitic territory rested
solely on the silence of the previously known sources concerning earlier
Axumite raids and has now been disproved by the publication of a second
Axumite inscription from Meroe by Professor T. Hagg in l1eroitica7 (=5£6
34 [1984] 1642),:5 which provides clear evidence of ml1 itary activity near
Meroe by a pagan Axumite king prior to Ezana's raid. More important,
however, are the methodological deficiencies of her edition.
Reconstruction of fragmentary inscriptions, such as 5E6 24 (1969)
1246, in which not one sentence or clause 1s preserved complete requires

extreme care. Proposed restorations must be compatible with the known
stylistic characteristics of other inscriptions of the same type, and they
must not require the assumption of unusual or unattested grammatical
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forms or meanings. Dr. Bersina's new edition of 5£624 (1969) 1246 fails
both tests.
The formal characteristics ofAxumite Greek inscriptions are well
known. These inscriptions normally take the form of autobiographical
statements with first person aorist verbs predominating in the narrative
portion of the text. That this is also true of ,5£624 (1969) 1246 is clear
from the nominative singular aorist participles and first person singular
verbs in lines 3, 4, 5, 10, and 11 in the remains of the narrative section of
the text. Dr. Bersina's citation of the Sembrouthes inscription (SE6 24
[1969J 1247). in proposing a restoration at variance with these well

attested formal characteristics ofAxumite Greek inscriptions ignores the
atypical character of that inscription in which the "narrative" of the king's
deeds consists of two words,

f~&.>y

lCa8d&puor , "having come, he made a

dedication (Jines 5-6)", sandwiched between the royal titulary and the date
formula. Even more serious than the deviations from the attested formal
characteristics

or Axumlte Greek inscriptions required by Dr. Bersina's new

text of SE6 24 (1969) J 246, however, are the grammatical errors and
lexical anomal ies that are found in almost every line of her text.6 These
flaws are particularly serious in her restoration of the critical second line
of the inscription.
Mine and all previous interpretations of :3£624 (1969) 1246 depend
on the reading of the name of the war god Ares,

["Alpr~

at the beginning of

that line. Although Dr. Berslna claims that earlier restorations of this l1ne
Violate both Greek grammar and sense, the reality is exactly the reverse,
since not only are those restorations compatible with the visible traces on
the stone. but they are paralleled almost word for word in an inscription
describing Ezana's relations with the Beja7 and supported by the similar
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reference to Ares in the new Axumite inscription from Meroe recently
published by Professor Hagg. Her restoration of this same line, however,
t

ana ]( (JrfAl [t)<: lJvTI6IK1)aavr£lu: .. (·immediatelly attack those who riva11[ed me")

, poses almost insuperable difficulties. The problems are threefold. First,
no traces of the letter

"~.

which the author prints at the beginning of the

1ine are, in fact, visible on the photograph of the inscription that
accompanies Dr. Bersina's article.s Second, her restoration of the word
~aTTat

with the meaning "immediately" is extremely dubious since that

meaning is unattested either in extant Classical or Patristic Greek
1iterature (cf. LSJ9 S.V.

~aTTa~ ;

Lampe 'O s.v.

~aTTa().

Third, and finally, her

reading of the second word in the line as the verb ptfAl with the meaning
"attack" is similarly unsatisfactory both because that meaning is also
unattested in extant Greek 1iterature (LSJ s.v. ptCl.); Lampe s.v

~CI.)

and

because the tense of the verb in the proposed reading is present 11 instead of
aorist as is the case With regard to the other verbal forms in lines one to
ten of ,,7"624 (1969) 1246.

Clearly, any restoration that requires the

assumption of three anomalies, two lexical and one styl1stic, in two words
is unacceptable.
The factual and methodological deficiencies of Dr. Bersina's new
edition of SEG 24 (1969) 1246 are clear. Unless new evidence is
discovered, interpretations of the historical significance of this important
inscription must be based on the text as printed in .$£624 (1969) 1246
with Its implled ascription of the monument to which it originally belonged
to the aftermath of an incursion into Meroitlc territory by a pagan Axumite
king prior to that described in Ezana's Ge'ez inscription. Whether that king
was Ezana prior to his conversion to Christianity or one of his predecessors,
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unfortunately, cannot be determined on the basis of the evidence now
available.
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